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USER GUIDE
1. Login
Once the installation of Investmentz app is complete, you will need to create your login
credentials by completing the First Time Login .You would have received your client
code in an email from Investmentz.

1.1. First Time Login
Step 1: Click on First Time Login highlighted in the image below.
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Step 2: You will have to enter the UCC (unique client code) which you would have
received in an email from Investmentz.. After entering UCC you are required to enter
the registered mobile number on which you will receive a 6 digit OTP as shown in the
image below:
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Step 3 : Enter the 6 digit OTP which you have received on your registered mobile
number. The OTP will be valid for 3 minutes(180 seconds).If you haven’t received the
OTP then you can click on Resend OTP to receive the OTP
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Step 4 : Investmentz allow its users to create their own Login Id. A password needs to
be set by you, first letter of password should start with alphabet only which should be
8-15 string Alphanumeric, you have to re-enter the same password for confirmation.
As you can see investmentz has a secure login for which it follows two factor
authentication. You need to enter a 4 digit M-Pin which will be asked to you every
time you login in Investmentz. Look at the image below:
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Step 5 : After entering the required fields a successful message will pop up as shown
in the image below:
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Step 6: After completing the First Time Login process, you can login to the
Investmentz App, where you have to enter the Login Id and password which was
created by you in First Time Login process and click on login. Look at the image
below:
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Step 7: As an authentication measure, you now have to enter the 4 digit M-Pin which
was created in First Time Login process and after entering the M-pin you will be login
.
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1.2. Forgot Login ID

Your Login ID is the unique ID, using which you can login across all Investmentz trading
platforms. If you’ve forgotten your Login ID click on forgot Login Id after which you
will land on Forgot Login Id screen.
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Enter your UCC which you have received first time via email from Investmentz.
After entering login Id you will get popup as shown in the above image.
You will receive Login id on your registered email & mobile no.
Enter the Login id , password & continue with trading.
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1.3. Forgot Password
If you’ve entered your password incorrectly 3 times and you try logging with the
incorrect details for the fourth time, your account will be locked. You can reset your
password by following the steps mentioned below:

Step 1 : Click on Forgot password? shown in the image below:
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Step 2 : Enter the login id and the registered mobile number and click on submit
as shown in the image below:
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Step 3 : Enter the 6 digit OTP which you have received on your registered mobile
number. The OTP will be valid for 3 minutes(180 seconds).If you haven’t received the
OTP then you can click on Resend OTP to receive the OTP.
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Step 4 : You can now create a new 8-15 string alphanumeric password.
First letter of password should start with alphabet only. For confirmation
you have to re-enter the password.

.
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Step 5 : A confirmation message will pop up on creating a new password successfully.
Look at the image below.
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1.4. Forgot M-pin
If you have forgotten the two factor authentication M-Pin you will not be able to
login. You can reset your M-PIN by following the steps mentioned below:

Step 1 : Click on Forgot M-Pin? As shown in the image below.
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Step 2 : After clicking on forgot M-pin you will be asked to enter the Login id and
the registered mobile number as shown in the image below :
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Step 3: Enter the 6 digit OTP which you have received on your registered mobile
number. The OTP will be valid for 3 minutes(180 seconds).If you haven’t received the
OTP then you can click on Resend OTP to receive the OTP
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Step 4 : You can now create a new M-Pin & it should be of four digits only. For
confirmation you have to re-enter the M-Pin.
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Step 5 : A confirmation message will pop up on creating a new M-Pin successfully.
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2. Menu
User will have access to all important links from the menu and on clicking on more you
will have access to detailed Menu.

You can view all the links from menu and to change the general and trading settings click
on setting and the following options will be shown:


Fast trade

You can set fast trade as default and you will not be asked for the trade confirmation
while trading.


Product type

On selection of MIS or CNC you can set product type as default for all the order
screens.

20



Time in force

On selection of Day or IOC you can set time in force as default for all order screens.


Order type

You can set the Order type as default for all the order screens.


Change Password

To reset password click on change password and you will land on change password
screen as shown in the image below:

.

After the password is changed a pop up will be shown and you have to login with the
new password
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M-pin frequency


From menubar click on more option.



Under settings click on M-pin frequency



You will get drop down option to choose M-pin frequency as high, medium & low



Choose the frequency type which you want



High: M-pin will be asked on killing app,switching app



Medium: M-pin will be asked on killing app & when you switch app for 5 min it
will be asked



Low: M-pin will be asked on killing app

Note: For high & medium If the app is not used or kept idle for 5 min the M-pin will
be asked
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Add Profile Photo


Go to menubar



Click on more option



Under “Profile,” tap your current profile picture.



You will get drop down option to choose & remove photo from gallery.
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3. Dashboard
It gives a summary of the clients Portfolio.It shows the Valuation as per demat
quantity, Profit/Loss as per net quantity,Positions, Holdings, Completed & Pending
order done for the day. Also you can check with mutual fund holdings .
You can view the watchlist created by you and the Market Indices.
1.To view Indices i.e SENSEX, NIFTY50, NIFTYBANK & USDINR , click on the
bull icon given on the header .
2.The Indices will be visible from the major screens of the app.
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4. Watchlist
A watchlist is the screen where you can add scrips of your choice and track live prices
of the same.You can use these watchlist to monitor specific stocks that you are
interested in, across different sectors and industries. You can click on the scrip in the
market watch to see detail information of a scrip.
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4.1. Add Scrips
From dashboard click on watchlist
You can create new watchlist and add scrips in them in following manner:
Step 1 : To create a new watchlist, click on “Folder”.
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Step 2: Enter the name of watchlist and click on add.
Your watchlist will be created after adding the scrips into watchlist.
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Step 3: Select the exchange & market segment of your choice then search which ever
scrip you want in the search bar. For example, to add Axis bank type axis bank select
the Axis scrip and click on star icon your scrip will get added successfully & you will
get a successful popup on screen.
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To Add scrip in existing watchlist
When you want to add scrip in the existing watchlist select the watchlist from drop down
in which you want to add. Name.
After which click on “+” as shown in the image below.
Search for the scrip in the search bar & click on star Icon your scrip will get added
successfully.
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4.2. Delete Scrips
When you want to delete scrip from the existing watchlist select particular watchlist from
drop down option & click on edit icon.
Now click on delete icon & save your scrip will deleted sucessfully.
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To rename enter the name you want to keep and then click on tick mark to save.
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4.3. Delete Watchlist
When you want to delete watchlist select the particular watchlist from drop down option
after which click on edit icon.
Edit screen will appear click on delete icon available at top of screen and your watchlist
will be deleted successfully.
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4.4. Delete or convert future / option scrips to next expiry
If your watchlist contain future/ option scrip you will get a popup on dashboard screen
which are already expired you can simply delete or convert to next expiry date
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4.5. Sorting Scrips in Watchlist
You can sort scrip in the following order i.e. Alphabetically, Price ,Change and %
change.
from drop down option as per your choice as shown in the image below.
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4.6. Buy sell from charts


From dashboard click on the watchlist



Select the scrip to view details.



You can buy/sell & view market depth from top left corner of the screen



Click on the Charts icon to view the chart.



You can view charts by selecting time horizon of 1min,5 min,10 min,15 min,30 min
& 1 hr.



Click on 1 D, 5D, 1M, 3M, 6M,1yr, 3 yr to see the trend for the selected time
frame.



You can also view LTP and % change on the chart.
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4.7. Quick add scrip to watchlist from Market depth
Select the watchlist in which you want to add the scrip as shown in the below image.
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5. Global Search
1. Click on search icon to search scrips.
2. You can search for stock, indices by selecting particular exchange & market segment
from the drop down option as shown in the image below.
3. From top right corner of screen you can search scrip by company name
4. It may be BE,SM,Equity,Future,Option
5. As in the third screen you can see I have selected exchange as NSE, Market segment
as stock & Segment as future & searched for HDFC Bank.
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Select the scrip and click on Star icon to add the scrip in watchlist.
You can even buy/sell & check market depth.
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6. Default scrip
6.1. Default Index Screen
Investmentz also have default scrips of Indices & Stock from where user can trade
without adding the scrips to the watchlist. Refer to the images below:
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Select the scrip and click on Star icon to add the scrip in watchlist
Select the watchlist in which you want to add the scrip
Even you can view charts & buy/sell scrip from Index future screen.
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Under Index option when you will click on particular Index you will land on option
chain page.From Option chain page when you select particular strike price choosing
call or put click on its strike price row than you will land on detail page.
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6.2. Detail page of Call / Put Option
From detail page you need to select the particular strike price & after choosing click
on its strike price row after then you will land on detail page of the scrip.
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Here you can check market depth & company detail of particular scrip.When you
will click on Buy/Sell it will take on order placement page
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6.3. Default Stock Screen
Now, this screen shows you the default stock which is being divided into three
parts viz. Stock, Stock Future & Stock Option.
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Select the scrip and click on Star icon to add the scrip in watchlist
Select the watchlist in which you want to add the scrip.
Even you can buy/sell scrip from stock, stock futures.
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Under Stock Option screen when you will click on particular scrip you will land on
option chain page. From Option chain page when you select particular strike price
choosing call or put click on its strike price row than you will land on detail page.
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6.4. Detail page of Call / Put Option
From detail page you need to select the particular strike price & after choosing click
on its strike price row then user will land on detail page of the scrip.
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Here the user can check market depth & company detail of particular scrip.When user
will click on Buy/Sell it will take on order placement page.
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7. Order Placement
On this page the user can Buy/ Sell the scrip as per your order type, quantity, time in
force, order price, product type. If you wish to use the disclose quantity feature it
will be enable only in two types of order i.e market or limit.
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Select Order Type



Market (MKT) order

Place an order to be bought or sold at the best available price


Limit (LMT) order

Place buy or sell order at a predetermined price


Stop loss and Stop loss (Market) order

Stop loss if placing a predetermined loss booking order at a trigger price.

Trigger - If this type of order is used to enter a fresh buy above the current market
price or sell below the current market price when the trigger price is hit.

SL - If limit order to be sent when trigger is hit. SL-M if a market order to be
sent when trigger is hit. For guaranteed execution, always use SL-M.
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Trigger price should not be greater than or equal to actual price for SL
Buy order Trigger price should not be less than or equal to actual price
for SL sell order.

Select Time in Force




Day – Day orders for orders to be valid till end of day (selected by default)
IOC (Immediate or cancel) – In IOC, all or part of the order are executed
immediately and the unfilled parts of the order are cancelled.
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Enter the quantity, order price, product type and disclosed quantity after which
click on buy button. You will get a order confirmation message & a popup will
appear on screen.

Order Created Confirmation Message
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Even you can buy/ sell scrip from completed order, & portfolio screen I.e (from both
position & holdings.)
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8. Completed Orders
Completed order shows all your executed orders. From this screen the user can
convert scrip from MIS to CNC or CNC to MIS.
Search the Completed orders to track the history.
When you convert scrip you will get successful popup on the screen.
Also the user can check with order detail & can buy/sell scrip.
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9. Positions
As we trade, it becomes essential for us to monitor our positions regularly.
With Investmentz this is a piece of cake. It will show you the scrip which you
bought in detail with your average price, last traded price (change in terms of
percentage & rupees).

Square Off
Square off simply means to close all your open positions before the end of the day.
User can square off both in CNC & MIS Order.

If you have bought shares in MIS, then before the end of the day you need to sell
them at the same quantity.Or else at the end of the day auto square off will be done
by our ACMIIL Team between 3:10 pm to 3:15 pm.
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Square off all
When you click on square off all it will square off all your position as shown in the
image below.Click on yes if want to square off .
Also you can buy/sell & view market depth from net position
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You even have the option to filter the position as type of order and day. Refer the
image below:

Under position when you want to check with Cash market scrip then select segment
as CM with only today option from drop down. It will show you all your net quantity
as per today.
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In cash segment you can view all your open position of current day as shown in the
image below.
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Also if user want to check with Future & Option scrip select FO from drop down.
Under FO you can check your open position with both till today & only today as
shown in the image below.
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When you click on particular scrip you will get various option viz.
1. Charts - You can view charts of respective scrip.
2. Individual Square off - When you want to square off individual scrip it will
take you on buy/sell page as shown in the image below.
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3. Detail - When you want to check with trade detail,click on detail and if you want
to check with order detail click on the detail icon as shown in the image given
below.
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4.Depth - When user wants to check market depth & company detail then click on
depth.
5.Buy/Sell - Even you can buy/sell scrip from positions screen.
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10. Pending Order
It shows all your pending orders i.e order which are open, modified, rejected,
cancelled, partial.
You can Buy/Sell scrip from rejected orders
You can Buy/Sell scrip form cancelled order
You can quickly modify and cancel order



Open means your order got confirmed but still it is not executed.



Modify means you can modify your order w.r.t quantity, order type, MIS /CNC,
Day or IOC.



Rejected means your order might be rejected due to various reason it may be RMS
rejection or system rejection.
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Cancel means if you don’t want to trade in particular scrip user can cancel the
order as per your choice.



Partial means order whose some but not all quantity are traded at desired price is
called partial order.
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11. Modify Order - (Update & Cancel Order)
When user want to modify order click on modify icon you will be landing on
modify page as shown in the image below.
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12. After market order - (AMO)
After Market Order or AMO is the order placed after the normal trading hours.
AMO Starts at 4.15pm to 8.45am till the next trading day

Suppose for Eg. When you place order in evening at 7pm it would be shown under
pending order which will be executed on next trading day.
Your can view the order status in the Notification Tab.
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Even you can modify & cancel the AMO Order as shown in the image below
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13.Holdings
Once you have bought stocks/equity on delivery basis you can check the same in
Holdings.
You can view holdings from dashboard as well as menu bar.

1. Click on Holdings
2. You can view pool + demat quantity
3. Individual Equity Current valuation
4. Total Equity Current valuation as per LTP

Search the scrips you have invested into from the holding screen
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Buy/sell scrip & view market depth
Also you can buy/sell & view market depth from holdings & net position
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14. Notification
Access the notification from any window by clicking on the bell icon on the top
right corner of the header panel.
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Even user have the option to filter the position as type of order update. Refer the
image below:
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1.

Order update - It will give you over all order status which can be confirmed,
modified, cancelled, rejected, partial etc.
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2.

Research update - Scrips recommended by ACMIIL research team will be shown
and the user can Buy/Sell by clicking on particular update from the same screen as
shown in the image below.

3.

Trade update - It will show all the completed orders

4.

Risk updates - You will receive notification from ACMIIL Risk department related
to your buying & selling of securities..

5.

General Updates - You will get general updates from ACMIIL w.r.t
technical issue or system issue.
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15. Research call


Research Call - Scrips recommended by ACMIIL research team will be
shown and the user can Buy/Sell from the same screen.
When user will click on buy/sell it will take you on order placement page.
You can search the scrip of Research calls you want to trade in.
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A filter for call status is given from where user can toggle between different call
status.


Open - It means you can still buy or sell the stock as per our recommendation
because date is still not expired.



Neutral - It means the scrips which you have buy/ sell their is no profit or loss done.



Successful - It means whatever recommended stock you have purchased or sell
and you gained through it on real time basis so its come under successful.



Unsuccessful - It means whatever ACMIIL team recommended you that does
not exist.
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When you click on All tab you can toggle between different segments by using the
different filter in research call for Cash, Cash-FUT, Cash-OPT, Index-FUT,
Index-OPT.
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16. Account Summary
Account summary helps to keep your track investment.
Click on account summary from menu.
Refer to the image below:

By clicking on add fund you will be landing on payment gateway page.
You can add fund by entering required necessary fields & click on save.
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When you click on withdraw fund you will be landing on withdraw fund page as shown
in the image below:
Enter the amount which you want to withdraw & click on withdraw icon.
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Today’s Realized P/L - Today’s realized profit/loss refer to profits or losses from
completed transactions on particular trading day. Realized profit is already deposited
into the trader's trading account, and it can be withdrawn from trading account to a
bank account. Realized profit/loss is included in account balance in trading account
statements.



Today’s Unrealized P/L - Unrealized P&L is the current profit or loss on an open
position. The unrealized P&L is a reflection of what profit or loss could be realized if
the position were closed at that time. The P&L does not become realized until the
position is closed.
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17. Today’s Account Value
Today’s account value gives the information about buying power, shares
valuation,collateral value,intraday payin,FNO collateral value and Today’s holding
sell valuation.

1. Buying Power
Buying power shows the total cash available to the trading account. If the user will
transfer money from bank account to trading account today then it will reflect in
Intraday payin table and next day it will be added in the buying power if not
utilized.Cash present in ledger will be displayed in buying power.
2. Shares Valuation
Share valuation shows total value of the share available in the holdings as per
previous day’s closing price as per BSE.
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3.Collateral Value
Collateral Value is the market value of equity shares used as collateral to support a
loan or margin.
4. Intraday Payin
Intraday payin shows today’s transferred amount from bank account to Trading
account. For Example if a client transferred 1000 Rs. to his trading account then it
will be reflected in intraday payin.
5. FNO Collateral Value
Collateral Value is the market value of FNO share used as collateral to support a loan
or margin.
6. Today’s Holding Sell Valuation
Your valuation of shares at which you have traded.
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17.1 Margin Available
This table gives the information of available and utilized MIS, CNC and FNOC
margin.

1. Carry Forward Limit CNC (Cash and Carry)
Carry forward limit CNC is the manual limit given by RMS Department. If the
client is using CNC to Buy/sell of shares then that shares can be carry forward. In
carry forward limit CNC Buying power and intraday limit will be included.
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2. Intraday Limit
Intraday limit is the limit given by the RMS Department for intraday trading (MIS).
This limit is valid only for a particular day and at the end of the day share will be auto
squared off.

3. FNO Collateral Value
Collateral Value is the market value of FNO shares used as collateral to support a loan
or margin.

4. Margin Available CNC
Margin Available CNC shows available CNC( Cash and Carry) margin in trading
account

5. Margin Utilized CNC

Margin Utilized CNC shows the CNC margin utilized by the client on that particular
day. This can be also seen under “margin utilized details” tab.

6. Margin Available MIS (Margin Intraday Square Off)
Margin available MIS shows available MIS margin in trading account

7. Margin Utilized MIS
Margin Utilized MIS shows the MIS margin utilized by the client on that particular
day.

8. Margin Available FNOC
Margin Available FNOC shows available FNO margin in trading account.
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9. Margin Utilized FNOC
Margin Utilized FNOC shows the FNOC margin utilized by the client on that
particular day.

17.2 Margin Utilized Detail
Margin Utilized detail gives the information about equity hair cut (MIS) 20%, Equity
CNC utilized, options premium, total margin,span margin, exposure margin, adhoc
margin 4% .
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1. Equity Hair Cut (MIS) 20%-

Equity hair cut shows the MIS margin utilized by the client in equity which will be
20 % of every order value.
Example - If product type is selected as MIS and value of equity 20 Rs. then only 4
Rs. will deduct from available MIS margin.

2. Equity CNC Utilized

Equity CNC utilized is CNC margin utilized by the client in equity.

3. Options Premium
It is the total value of option.

4. Total Margin
It is the sum of span margin, exposure margin and adhoc margin.
5. Span Margin
Span margin is an initial margin which is calculated on the basis of the risk and
volatility of the underlying. The SPAN margin for a particular security keeps
changing from time to time based on the volatility of the underlying. At end of every
trading day, brokers are required to collect margin payable against open positions
either on the buy side or on the sell side from its clients.
6. Exposure Margin
Exposure margin is the margin charged over and above the SPAN margin. The
exchange asks brokers to make certain security available to it in the form of cash,
bank guarantee or shares to safeguard against any default of payment against positions
taken on a particular day.
7. ADHOC Margin 4%
The Sebi-prescribed Adhoc margins are imposed on brokers with very large position
overall or in specific low price stocks which are illiquid.
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17.3 For Bank of India Client
When you click on fund/stock BOI client will directly land on fund stock
lien/unlien page as shown in the image below.
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18. Reports
Once you have logged into your account you will find all your reports under menubar
section as shown in the image below.

The overview is to give you perspective about your Net Worth with ACMIIL,which is
further broken into three parts of cash market, Derivatives market & clear cash available.
Profit & Loss section will show you all the activities you have done by buying & selling
securities.
Holdings under various segments such as equities, mutual funds, Bonds etc.
(Filters like date range and segments are available for convenience).
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18.1 Quick Reports
By clicking on quick report you can view the following reports
1. Tradebook
2. Profit & Loss
3.Portfolio Holdings
4. Fund statement
5. Position (Visible for derivative account only)

(Filters like date range and segments are available for convenience).
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19. Book a Demo
You can book a demo by filling all the required necessary fields for which you will be
given training w.r.t investmentz app & trading features.

19.1 With Login
From menu click on more & on clicking on more you will have access to detailed menu
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19.2 Without Login
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20. Logout
You can logout from the Menu or by pressing the back button of the mobile.Refer to
the images given below:
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If your internet connection is poor or the net gets off While using the app you will get a
notification for the same
Confirmation for logout will be asked on pressing back button.
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When you have switched from Investmentz to any other app without logout in that case
you will receive notification on the notice bar of app.
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